Master of Arts in French Instruction
French & Italian at Indiana University-Bloomington

Designed for graduate students who are preparing for a career as a teacher of high school or small college French, the MAFI degree is a two-year program that leads to a deep understanding of French not only as a spoken language, but as a vessel of personal and cultural expression. Our 15 French faculty offer a wealth of expertise!

Coursework

The degree offers coursework in the following areas:
- Language
- Literature
- Civilization
- Pedagogy
- Applied Linguistics

This allows students to tailor their coursework to their unique interests.

Collaboration

- Work with the School of Education to get your Indiana State Teaching License.
- Teach in our basic French language program at IUB or abroad.
- Work with the Department of Second Language Studies to better understand how the brain processes the learning of a new language.
- Explore our other numerous centers and institutes!

Application deadlines for Fall 2018 Admissions:
December 1, 2017 (International)
January 15, 2018 (Domestic)

Visit our website for more details: frit.indiana.edu

For more information, please contact our Directors of Graduate Study in French:
Professor Julie Auger  Professor Oana Panaïté
jauger@indiana.edu  opanaite@indiana.edu